YouTube and Education: a great mix

Introduction

YouTube is a website which has thousands of short, topical videos. It is an excellent resource for teachers in every discipline. Finding and bookmarking quality and relevant videos can be difficult. This guide aims to help new users become acquainted with YouTube.

YouTube has some explicit content. Please search BEFORE a class and not during a class!!

HOWTO

Simply type a topic in the search box to see a wide range of videos.

To watch a video, simply click on one of the videos.

“water in zero-g” video results 1 - 20 of about 24

Search for: Videos | Channels Sort by: Ri

Water Rocket Zero-G Experiments

Command Water Rockets flies a Zero-G bad onboard a water rocket. Full details available here:

www.AirCommandRockets.com...water rocket zero
There are some controls on the bottom worth knowing about

- These are normal play, pause, and restart buttons

- The red slider bar represents how much video has loaded. The ball represents the current place in the video. The white and red numbers represent the current time / total time. This is interesting because occasionally in the comment section of a video, someone will point out “at 2:45 you can see something interesting”.

- There are the volume controls. **If you can’t hear any sound** you should check this volume control, as well as the volume control on your computer

- These control the video size. You can make a video full-screen. Push Escape to get back to normal video size.
If you want to save a video, you can bookmark it in your browser or...

...you can sign into YouTube and click favorite...

You can also share a video. You must be logged in. Simply click share

And then simply fill in the form which pops up.
At the top of the page there are 4 tabs, Home, Videos, Channels and Community.

The nice thing about the Videos tab is you can search within a list of categorized videos, see popular videos, and related videos. You can see some of the sub-searches here.

The channels tab focuses on individual users or groups who create a “presence” in YouTube. A person or group who has a channel might have several videos. For example, National Geographic has a channel.

Many YouTube videos have comments. People can create a video response (which is literally a video response to the video) or a textual comment. These comments are quite helpful as
people often point to inaccuracies or provide deeper level of information about a particular video.

Comments & Responses

Video Responses (view all responses) Post a Video Response

Text Comments (23) Post a text comment

Show: average (-5 or better) Help

smartsteve (1 month ago) Reply 0
these are rumors I believe, but even so, they study a lot, they study towards perfection in such a way that tempo and notes duration became more than perfect.

georgianborat (1 month ago) Reply 0
Proud to be Georgian because we have so much talent!

VinylToVideo (2 months ago) Reply 0
He is great and I enjoyed this recording very much. Does anyone else think he kind of looks like Geoda at times?

KLCoombs (4 months ago) Reply 0
WONDERFUL -- this is my favourite opera, and having lived briefly in Tbilisi, it's a pleasure to be introduced to the work of a Georgian maestro like Mr. Zaalishvili

beniamen2007 (4 months ago) Reply 0
He isn't Russian but Georgian

You tube is a great resource. I suggest browsing through the videos, so you get an idea what might be helpful for your classroom.